Coffee Tasseography Symbols And Possible Interpretations
For more information visit: http://www.aboutcoffees.com/coffee/impress‐your‐friends‐by‐reading‐thier‐coffee‐grounds
Acorn
Aircraft
Alligator or crocodile
Anchor
Angel
Ant
Apple
Arch
Arm
Arrow
Axe
Baby
Bouquet
Bag
Ball
Balloon
Barrel
Basket
Bat (the animal)
Bat or club
Beacon or lighthouse
Bear
Bed
Bee
Beetle
Bell
Bicycle
Bird

Boat
Bones
Bowl
Book
Bottle
Bow
Box
Bread (loaf)
Bridge
Broom
Brush
Bubbles
Bugs
Bush
Butterfly
Cake
Camel
Candle
Car
Carpets
Castle
Cat
Chain
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A very strong and fortunate symbol indicating happiness and contentment; at the top =
financial success; at the bottom = good health
Journey; travel
Beware of false friendship lurking in your professional life
At top = stability constancy in love or business; at bottom or broken = instability
Good news; protection
Hard work or busy phase will end productively
Life; creative or artistic achievement; abundance
Positive opening or opportunity (look to nearby symbols for added meaning)
Pointing up = new directions; down = you need to motivate yourself; horizontal = help others
or receive help from others
Up = good direction yes; down = wrong direction
You have the power to overcome difficulties
New life; possible pregnancy; small worries
Romantic interest; validation for your work or talents
A trap; if open = escape
Desire to travel
Busy social life; inability to settle down if near handle
Abundance in laughter
Harvest abundance; material gain; possibly a new baby.
A productive busy phase
Situation calling for alert caution
Situation calling for your leadership and/or inspiration
A grouchy and difficult person; strength courage and endurance; if teddy bear = children or
childhood.
Sleep on it before establishing a close love or business relationship
Fruitful hard work
Renewal; progress; need for foresight
Unexpected good news in love or business; call to attention
Individuality; choose your own path
Good news or message; standing bird = delay; flying bird = good news; good news coming
soon; flock of birds = profound or exciting news; goose= successful financial venture; peacock
= pride and display; eagle = power and transcendence; crow/raven = ill omen warning
Worthwhile journey; your ship is coming in
Situation calling for innerstrength and spiritual fortitude
Invitations money or generosity .
If open = an answer to a question; if closed a question to be investigated
Explosive atmosphere requiring caution; do not overindulge
Fortunate symbol meaning gift or celebration of achievement
You are about to receive a gift
Nourishment; care for your health
A life changing event or person. Look for nearby symbols.
New home; new era in your life
Need for improvements and/or beautification
Floating on surface of tea or coffee means money coming
Distractions; fractured concentration; need for relaxed focus
An obstacle to new opportunities; branches signify choices
Overdue happiness
A wish fulfilled; celebration
You will overcome burden and pressure to reach oasis
There will be light upon an uncertain path; help from friends
If clear = travel; if broken = mechanical trouble
True friends and happy social engagements
Expand your horizons; open up a little
Deceit; an untrustworthy friend
If well formed = fortunate undertaking or serious commitment; if broken = trouble
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Chair
Castle
Child
Cigar
Circle
Clock
Clouds
Clover (four leaf)
Coffee pot or tea pot
Coin
Comb
Comet
Cow
Crab
Cross
Crown
Cup
Cushions or pillows
Dagger
Daisy
Dashes or dots
Deer
Diamond
Dice
Dish
Dog
Donkey
Door
Dragon
Drops
Drum
Duck
Ear
Egg
Elephant
Envelope
Exclamation mark
Eye
Face
Fan
Feather
Fence
Finger
Fire
Fish
Flag
Fleur de lys or lily
Flower
Fly
Foot
Fork
Forked line
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A guest or new addition to the family
Expand your horizons
New idea; family
A new friend or business relationship
Unbroken = success completion; broken (like letter 'c')= a temporary offer will come
Warning against procrastination
Small and fluffy = happy optimism; thick and dark = gloom; sadness
Good luck that you have worked hard to attain
A special visitor is coming probably not romantic.
A lump sum of money is coming your way
Improve your self appearance
Brink of pivotal change or dramatic event in your life
Abundance; prosperity; physical or creative fertility
Admonition to be more direct or someone born under the zodiac sign cancer
If like a 't' = hard won success and happiness; if like a solid 'x' = warning (look for meaning
with nearby symbols); if like a broken 'x' = obstacles and losses are ahead
Honor and recognition for your talents
Be patient this is not a time to assert yourself.
Comfort; admonition against laziness and procrastination
Caution against sharp words or revealing personal information
New love
Many short trips which may cause wasted time
A shy timid person; you should be more assertive to overcome shyness.
Gift or other surprise windfall coming you way
Destiny and change go with the flow.
Interpret as a circle unless containing food; contains food = domestic comfort
Good friend; if at bottom friend needs help; if barking untrustworthy friend; or
Stubborness and stamina
Be aware of opportunities
Scheming or flashy person; or someone born in chinese zodiac dragon year.
Tears or sadness
A change; a call to action
Devoted mate; money
You will benefit from something you hear
If whole = new life successful new beginning; if cracked/broken = failed plans or financial
problems which can be overcome by action.
Be patient you will be supported with kindness.
You will receive a long awaited letter or important paperwork
Pay attention; beware of impulsive actions
A protective symbol; insight into a long standing problem
Look for nearby initials for identity of face; if near the rim or handle it is a warning against too
much introspection; if facing another symbol indicates importance of that symbol
A flirtation
Need for concentration
Temporary and self imposed limitations.
Emphasizes whatever symbol it is pointing; up = caution; down = stop
Passion; hot emotion; sexual desire
Sharing of knowledge; a teacher; a person born under the zodiac sign of pisces (especially if
there are two fish)
Danger look to nearby symbols for added meaning.
Femininity; a loving woman
Praise and compliments are coming your way
An annoying person
Movement in love career or location.
Get advice from trusted friends before deciding
A decision to be made
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Fountain
Fox
Fruit
Frog
Gate
Glass
Globe
Goat
Grapes
Grasshopper
Gun
Hammer
Hand
Hare
Harp
Hat
Heart
Hills
Horse
Horseshoe
Hourglass
House
Iceberg
Insect
Ivy
Jewels
Kangaroo
Kettle
Kite
Knife
Ladder
Lamp
Leaf
Letter
Lightening
Lines
Lion
Lock
Loop
Man
Mask
Mountain
Mouse
Mushroom
Nail
Necklace
Needle
Oak
Octopus
Oyster
Palm tree
Parasol
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Overflowing happiness
A cunning person may be trying to trick you
Prosperity fertility.
Fertility; abundance; a disguised handsome/beautiful lover
Be aware of opportunities around you
Celebrations parties
Long distance travel
Your persistence will pay off but take some time to recreate; or
Abundance and epicurean enjoyment
Summer delights
Danger; a bully
An attempted persuasion
If open = karma or destiny; if closed means an argument; look for added meaning where the
hand is pointing
Unlike the shorter eared rabbit the long eared hare represents something important brewing
in your destiny in love or travel.
Love; romance
You will experience a change in roles; or business success
Love friendship
Small challenges which will leave you improved
If galloping means good news; if just the head means a lover
Good luck; very positive especially for travel
A warning to be punctual
Comfort and home
Danger
Distractions; fractured concentration; need for relaxed focus
This is not a good time to be too independent; trust friends to help you
Material success; you will receive a valuable gift
Travel; a journey
A special visitor is coming probably not romantic.
Your wish will be granted
Caution against sharp words or revealing personal information
Promotion; an improvement in your business life
At the top means a feast; at the side means secrets revealed; at the bottom means
postponement
The turning over of a new leaf; inevitable changes with the passage of time
You will receive a long awaited letter or important paperwork
Startling events; sudden insights
Journey on a road; if straight = progress; if wavy = uncertain path; if many = many short trips
Male lion represents a powerful contact or important man; the lioness represents a strong
family; or may represent a person born under the zodiac sign of leo.
There are obstacles in your way
If well formed = fortunate undertaking or serious commitment; if broken = trouble
A visitor of either gender; if near handle = someone close to you
A secret to be kept
A difficult but possible
Be cautious of credit deals
Rapid growth success or fertility.
An unfair assault
Complete = personal relationship stability; broken = instability in a personal relationship
Painful repair
Long life characterized by good health
Warning
Passion and desire
Wealth; beach vacation
Protection from harm or loss
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Pig
Pistol
Purse
Question mark
Rabbit
Rainbow
Rake
Rectangle or square
Ring
Rose
Rug
Saw
Scale
Scissors
Sheep
Shell
Ship
Shoe
Snake
Spider
Spider web
Spoon
Star
Stair
Sun
Sword
Table
Tent
Thimble
Tornado or whirlwind
Tortoise or turtle
Tower
Tree
Triangle
Umbrella
Urn
Vase
Violin
Volcano
Wagon
Wasp
Waterfall
Wheel
Wings
Wolf
Yoke
Zebra
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A greedy or jealous person
Warning of danger
Money
Reconsider your plans; be aware of an important question you should ask yourself
Fertility in family or business; someone born in the chinese zodiac year of the rabbit
Your wish will come true; similar to an arch
You are at a crossroad and your destiny is determined by hard work
You will face a challenge or difficulty (look to nearby symbols especially symbols within the
shape)
Represents marriage but usually interpreted as a circle; unbroken = success completion;
broken (like letter 'c')= a temporary offer will come tentative offers without fruition.
New romance; deepening of love it links represents the path between today and your
destiny.
Go with your instincts in distinguishing from a rectangle or square; represents joyful social
events and true friendship
Something should be removed
A legal matter; if balanced = justice will prevail; if unbalanced = unjust result; a person born
under the zodiac sign of libra
It may be time to remove yourself from a situation or relationship
A calm and peaceful person; an admonition to control impulses
You will find a simple treasure
Worthwhile journey; your ship is coming in
You are on the correct path; be wary of advice to change
Someone who does not deserve your trust
A small reward or win
Potent symbol of fate; beware of traps
You will be comforted by someone's generosity
Success recognition and praise.
Your position will improve
A new beginning
Caution against sharp words or revealing personal information
A happy social interlude
Travel may help you foster your spiritual health
Focus on fostering your home life
Prepare for turbulent weather
Lasting success through slow determined and patient efforts.
Risk of disappointment
Alone = family roots heritage; leafless = family conflict; many leaves = family contentment;
group of trees = family unity; evergreen = enduring relationships; palm = wealth or beach
You are involved in a three way relationship; if wedge shaped = one person is getting in the
way of your relationship with the other person
Protection from harm or loss
Be aware of the distinction between material and spiritual success
A secret being kept from you; be aware of the distinction between material and spiritual
success
Allow your feelings to surface
There is an obstruction in your life that must be dealt with before it explodes
Childhood; simple pleasures
Danger of small harm
Wealth and prosperity
Events outside your control will change the direction of your life
Do not box yourself in or limit yourself unnecessarily
You will be challenged or betrayed by someone
Domination or control you should not allow
Be more flexible and adventurous in your travel plans

